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OUTREACH &
ENGAGEMENT
The month of April 2022 was a great
month of consistency in setting up
and facilitating a stall at various
job fairs around the Midlands. This
was possible with the help of the
outreach team and Step Together
team.
However,
the
aim
with
attending these jobs fair for this
quarter and going forward was to
network with different corporations,
businesses
and
public
sector
leaders. We were able to further set
up the meetings and connections
with DWP, in relation to getting
First
Class
Foundation
a
paid
contract
to
inform
job
centre
candidates about the opportunities
for work that are available. Starting
with the Erdington area initially.
May 2022 was an interesting month
for outreach and engagement. The
month
started
off
with
making
a
connection
with
Black
Country
Museum's outreach lead whilst they
were filming a music video for an
upcoming
reggae
artist.
Glenis
Williams contacted us through the
Instagram page and we were able to
exchange emails to establish what
projects
or
outreach
opportunities
we could work together on. Will keep
you updated on the progress of this
communication.
Also we assisted Kymani, First Class
Fridays Coordinator, in putting in a
bid for funding from GEN22 “Ideas
Made Real” and we were invited to
the Power Plan weekend on the 7th of
May 2022. It was a highly informative
weekend where there were workshops
on
project
budgeting,
constructing
the perfect business pitch and time
management. Although we were not
successful with securing the £8,500
for the bid, it was amazing to have
the experience of a ‘Dragon’s Den’
type of interview.
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On the 21st of May 2022, thanks to Nathan
Dennis
(Founder/Trustee
of
First
Class
Foundation), we were able to attend the
Diamond League at Alexander Stadium to
watch the track and field athletics. To be
able to see the stadium’s renovation on the
run up to the Commonwealth Games, actually
restarted a lot of faith in the quality of
athletics we can provide in Birmingham. In
addition, the different sporting events on the
day generated lots of conversation starting
material, for meetings to come.

Closing off the quarter was the month of
June, had the confirmation of Step Together
project being extended for a further 3 years
and also the continuation of the “Find Your
Future”
initiative
from
West
Midlands
Combined Authority. We attended meetings in
conjunction with both projects, to set up the
goals and strategy going forward.

Facilitated “First Class Fridays” on the 24th
of June and it was a more serious session
but incredibly powerful. The topic of the
session was Joint Enterprise and “knowing
the company you keep". There were a total of
7 young people there and they were split into
groups of two to partake in the two activities
set up by Kymani. The misconceptions and
learning that was had in the room was an eye
opening experience and further showed the
need for more sessions like this to happen
within outreach. We will be looking at how we
can implement that to coincide with the
students
we
engage
with
on
the
Step
Together routes.
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FIRST CLASS
FRIDAYS
Since March First Class Fridays has
done a range of different things and
activities and our aim has been to
create new memories for these young
people through activities many of them
haven’t been able to experience, as
well as mentoring sessions. Over this
period,
we
have
been
on
various
outings,
many
of
which
the
young
people
we
work
with
have
never
experienced. Three key activities we
have done are Go Karting, Cadbury
World and Treetop Adventure Golf.
Go Karting
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Cadbury World
Back in April during the Easter holidays,
to fit with the Easter theme we took 20
young people (some who currently attend
First Class Fridays and some from our
previous summer program) to Cadbury
World. We all met for 10am before getting
onto
the
coach
to
travel
the
short
distance
to
Northfield
where
the
Cadbury's chocolate factory is. While at
Cadbury's World the young people learnt
several
different
things
about
the
company things such as where coco beans
come from, how the business was started,
the
process
of
making
different
chocolates and how many chocolates they
produce a year. Some of the activities the
young people got to take part in while on
the
tour,
were
writing
in
chocolate,
chocolate making, cadabra ride and the
4D cinema.

We took 10 young people to Team
works Go Karting, as they expressed
that
it
was
something
they
were
interested
in
doing,
but
due
to
financial circumstances their parents
couldn’t take them. Two members of
staff and a volunteer met the young
people
at
different
locations,
one
waited at the venue as some parents
dropped their young person off while
another
waited
in
Birmingham
City
Centre for those who were making
their own way and we walked through
town to Digbeth to meet the rest of the
group, before going into the safety
briefing and splitting into two teams,
rotating to see who got the fastest
time on the track. Following that, we
headed back to Transformation Centre
where we did a short session on future
goals and how they plan on achieving
those goals.
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Treetop Adventure mini golf
Following
one
of
our
Friday
Step
Together shifts, we decided to take the
young people out straight after school to
a new mini golf activity that had recently
opened, which many of them had said
they had seen but never thought to go
inside and find out what it was. While we
were there, we split into three groups,
each group had around 4 young people
with 1 member of staff, the aim we set
each
team
was
to
see
who
could
complete the 2 different courses in the
quickest time also whilst having the
lowest score.
This activity required each young person
to think and assess the situation, to see
how much force was required to pot the
ball in the hole. This allowed each
person taking part to use their fine
motor
skills
to
achieve
the
task.
Following the session at mini golf we
took
all
the
young
people
to
Slim
Chicken Diner, where we sat and spoke
about how they found taking part in mini
golf and what the experience was like for
them.
Currently,
we
are
exploring
different
values as well as the justice system,
with the young people through group
activities, where we use the 'I am' cards,
which have different statements on them,
and we ask each young person to choose
2 cards that best represents them and
why they represent them. We explored
what Joint Enterprise is and what the
implications can be if they aren’t careful
about the people they hang around with.
We used actual case studies, some from
Birmingham but all from the UK, to
explain
and
demonstrate
different
severities of each case and how long
each person served in prison.
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KITCHEN TABLE
TALKS
This quarter has been full of transition and
change for Kitchen Table Talks, as we
came to the end of the pathfinder project
that was funded by the Youth Justice Board
(YJB)
and
West
Midlands
Violence
Reduction Partnership (formerly WM VRU),
after 2 years. Though that project has
ended, we were successful in securing
additional
funding
from
the
VRP
to
continue delivering Kitchen Table Talks for
another year, up until March 2023, but not
in
the
format
in
which
it
has
been
delivered in the past 2 years. This has
meant that there has been a shift in how
Kitchen Table Talks looks in terms of
delivery, which is very exciting! Exciting
as we have consulted and spoke with the
parents that we have been supporting, to
see what types of activities and forums
they enjoy and would like to do going
forward, and we have now been able to
organise and start the activities. These
include walks in local parks, rollerskating,
bowling, dessert shop forums and taking
the parents out to dinner. These activities
have been chosen to achieve the following
outcomes: improve relationships between
parents and their children, improve the
parents
confidence,
self-esteem
and
wellbeing, improve parents engagement,
influence the parents in their parenting
styles,
their
knowledge
of
factors
impacting their children, which will then
lead to the reduction of offending.
.
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These activities and forums are spaces where
parents have been able to and will be able to
meet up with other parents to offer peer to peer
support, build relationships, talk, offload whilst
having time to themselves to relax and unwind
from
the
pressures
of
parenting
and
other
external influences.
This quarter we went live to over 100 delegates
from the Youth Justice Board for England and
Wales (YJB) sharing the findings from our recent
pathfinder
project,
which
was
independently
evaluated by the University of Birmingham and
University of Wolverhampton. The full report can
be found on the Youth Justice Board Hub.

For Kitchen Table Talks, these are the key
ingredients used and needed in order to ensure
we are effectively engaging the parents and the
community we serve.
In this quarter alone, we have been supporting
90 parents from across the West Midlands with
various concerns, including, lack of confidence
in
parenting,
mental
health
challenges,
and
domestic disturbances.
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We
are
proud
of
the
work
we
have
delivered, the report shows that peer to
peer family support, as delivered by KTT,
improves parent wellbeing and increased
parental confidence.
We have received lots of positive feedback
from parents that have been involved in
Kitchen Table Talks. We know that it can
be super difficult raising young people in
today's
society,
with
lots
of
external
influences as well as internal challenges
too - so parents and carers more than
anything need someone they can speak to,
lean on and gain support from.
We want parents and families to know that
they are not alone, we are a service but a
village first and we care about them!
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DEAR YOUNGERS
PROJECT
Engagement with the Participants
Whilst we were working on the upcoming
projects, we still made it our priority to be
there for the young men engaged in our
services. The Lead coach and mentor made
regular visits to homes and kept on going
with the weekly phone calls, which has led
into the programmes for the participants to
engage in below:
Organisations
for
launched in 2022:

the

Programmes

Coach and connect program (12-month
program engaging with youth from the
age of 13-16) coaching them around the
area of purpose and potential.
DYP
sport
sessions
badminton,
basketball sessions twice per month
Miquel Wright's 'Layers' showing (10
Participants)
House check in’s (DYP Coach delivers
food to those participants who are in
need, check-ins on goals and ambitions
and holds them accountable).
Weekly coaching / mentoring calls
Birmingham City Council X DYP (12
Week music and mentoring programme
aimed to utilise music as a therapeutic
tool to improve mental wellbeing)
CWG X DYP - Commonwealth Games in
secure and complex care (Programme to
work with young people through sports
in the mental health institutes promoting
mental wellbeing through sports.
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Young men engaged in our services
Start of the quarter we had 20 men who
were actively engaged with our services,
since launching our new project Coach and
Connect our numbers have increased and we
have now taken on another 10 young men.
DYP have been able to do the following:
Paid
work
experience
&
access
to
opportunities
Mentoring and Coaching opportunities
To support with strategic programme
development and design
The differences that DYP are making (both
big and small)
Creating safe spaces for young black men
to gain a sense of belonging
Helping develop talent by connecting
participants
to
role
models
and
development opportunities
Supporting
corporate
and
commercial
organisations diversify their talent pool,
by creating engagement strategies to
connect them to Black and Minority
ethnic
communities.
Ultimately
increasing employment for employers.
Reducing the socio-economic barriers of
disenfranchised
communities
by
providing resources, such as coaches and
community projects
Raising awareness of mental health and
how it impacts the black community
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